
GAME RULES

1:  Unless otherwise specified, each clue will  be 

considered complete once you’ve submitted a 

photo of the thing you’re supposed to find. This 

is when the next clue will  be sent to you.

2:  Each clue is worth 1 point.

3:  If  you’re really truly stumped, you can send a 

“PASS!” message to get your next clue.

4:  As long as you’ve completed all 10 clues, the 

team that completes their hunt first gets an 

extra 5 points;  2nd place gets four points, 3rd 

gets 3 points, etc.

5:  There are 10 optional EXTRA CREDIT  tasks to 

complete along the way. Their point values 

correspond directly to their levels of difficulty 

(1-10).

6:  Each team gets one ‘Phone or Text a Friend’ 

and three Googles. (This is an honor system. We 

know you’ll  do the right thing.)

7:  Once you’ve completed your final clue, join 

the rest of the teams for a drink at:

Buffalo Bill iards, 118 Chestnut Street.



EXTRA CREDIT

1 point: Take a picture of a Liberty Bell out in 

the wild  (but not the Liberty Bell) .

2 points: Take a picture of someone from your 

team with a Colonial-era impersonator (must be 

in colonial dress).

3 points: Take a picture of someone on your 

team using a boot scraper.

4 points: Take a video of a stranger singing ‘Fly, 

Eagles, Fly.’  

5 points: For the team that collects the most 

photos of Benjamin Franklin busts and 

sculptures out in the wild.  (Did you know Philly 

has the most?)

6  points:  Take a video  (one minute max) of 

someone on your team telling a story about the 

Most Philly Thing he or she ever did - while 

standing at a Once Upon a Nation storytelling 

bench.

7  points: Take a picture of a Toynbee Tile.

8  points: Take a group selfie in front of one of 

Bresslergroup's first three office locations.

9  points: Collect an item with a Wawa logo. 

(Bring it  to Buffalo Bill iards to claim your points )

10  points: Find and photograph a 

Bresslergroup-designed product in the wild.



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 1

Find candy that looks like worms, sold inside

the giant train shed just over yonder.  



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 2

Meet me at the _____! This 2,500 lb bronze

statue found its nest in the Grand Court of 

Philadelphia’s first department store. 



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 3

This oldest continuously operating tavern in the

city is found down a tiny street, just as you’d 

expect. 



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 4

Crunchy hexapod invertebrates your thing? Find

and snap a pic of these sustainable snacks for 

sale inside Philly’s newest organic emporium.



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 5

Putting pen to paper.. .The delegate from 

Virginia took up residence in this house in 1776;

in 17 days, he drafted the document that gave 

birth to the United States. (Is that agile?) 



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 6

This government institution was the first raised

under the newly signed Constitution, and takes 

charge of producing coins for our monetary 

system.



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 7

Snap a photo of your group lounging in the 

letters of this favorite tourist photo op, right in

front of the old commodities exchange on 

Independence Mall.  



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 8

This open-air pavilion is the site of the third 

U.S. executive mansion and one of the newer 

additions to Independence Mall.  



Send a picture!

CLUE CARD 9

Huzzah! George Clymer, a signer of both the 

Declaration of Independence & the Constitution,

poses triumphantly for this statue that pays 

tribute to the courageous individuals who 

signed the Declaration of Independence. 



CLUE CARD 10

Head in the clouds - This open-air museum 

celebrates the life and accomplishments of 

Pennsylvania’s founder. Walk through the mini 

city laid out in marble on the ground, and take a 

picture of where you think our office is located 

on the plans.                    Send a picture!




